


The Explore ProTech Story
Explore ProTech began life as a dull, uneventful accountancy company. Nobody likes
accountants, and Nestene struggled to get business. This was not through lack of trying - but as
soon as people found out what Nestene did for a living, she’d have to witness their eyes glaze
over and knew it was the end of the conversation.

Nestene met Peter Hingston, and the two developed a 12-week programme to help women get
ahead in business. They called this course the Fempreneur course, and over the 12-weeks that
the course ran, Nestene and Peter realised that the strength of doing business was built on the
back of relationships.

So in September of 2020, Explore ProTech ran the first-ever Global Online Speed Networking
event. The event had over 100 attendees and was held on Facebook.

Although the event turnout was higher than expected, the event itself had a few hiccups -
Facebook was not the platform for them. So Explore ProTech experimented with Zoom and
Breakout Rooms - streamlining the events for a better experience.

Today, Explore ProTech Tribe Members benefit from collaboration, referrals and established
relationships with credible and authentic business owners from around the world.
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Dear #EconomicWarrior,

Want to get access to referrals, support, and grow your business?

We are currently looking for 25 entrepreneurs to join our global entrepreneurs’ community. You
need to be ambitious, proactive, and ready to grow alongside our Tribe.

Unlock the power of community and skyrocket your conversion rates by an average of 40%
through networking.

Porter Gale, an internationally known public speaker, networker, and entrepreneur with more
than twenty years of experience working in marketing, believes that “your social capital, or your
ability to build a network of authentic personal and professional relationships, not your financial
capital, is the most important asset in your portfolio."

And to maximise your social capital, you need to build strong, solid, and authentic relationships.
Our current Tribe members are influential relationship builders, offering guidance and support,
referrals, increased social media presence, and so much more.

Our Core Network Members all benefit from:
● A consistent stream of referral business
● Constant support with regards to all aspects of business
● Consistent growth in social media following
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https://bit.ly/3bFZUsW


The Success Process
To help you achieve these incredible results, we’ve developed an easy-to-follow system to build
on your success.

Get guaranteed results, and invest in your business by

Step 1: Visibility
For your business to grow, people have to know what you’re selling - that’s why our Tribe
members have a combined social media presence of 220,000.

As our family grows in strength, our Tribe members will help you develop and grow your
audience. We developed the Coffee Shop Show to showcase and highlight the Tribes skills,
knowledge, and experiences. Become our next star and be seen by everyone!

Once we introduce you to the other members of the Tribe via the Members Only Facebook and
WhatsApp groups, they’ll be supportive and help you integrate into the community.

To further cement your visibility, build long-lasting, authentic relationships during Tribe Tea Time
and attend Global Online Speed Networking.
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https://bit.ly/3oRfRSB


Step 2: Credibility
Credibility is essential for small businesses and large corporations alike. Without it, your
business can struggle to attract and retain customers.

To become credible, you need to:

● Be Consistent - Your business’s website should be consistent. Your ads should be
consistent. Your tone should be consistent. You get the picture.

● Showcase Achievements - When it comes to your business’s achievements, you
shouldn’t be bashful. After all, you earned them! Put your achievements front and centre
for everyone to see. Tribe News is a fantastic way to do this.

● Practice What You Preach - Nobody’s going to trust your business if you’re saying one
thing and doing another. To boost credibility, you need to be honest across the board.
Your new Tribe mates will help hold you accountable.

● Social Proof - One of the easiest ways to build your business’s credibility is to use your
customers’ words to your advantage. Use the words of the many to show why your target
market should buy from you.

Step 3: Invincibility
What you can expect when you follow our process:

● 85% of small businesses believe that finding talent is their biggest constraint - in our
Tribe, your access to talent is unlimited.

● The number one reason why businesses fail is there’s no market need. Our tribe is the
perfect place to beta test your products & services to get valuable feedback on what
works and what doesn’t work for your market.
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The Vetting Process
We are very protective of our young flourishing global entrepreneurs community. That is why we
vet every single new member personally and more than once.

Take the first step towards committing to growing your business. It all starts with you booking a
chat with our two co-founders.

The chat is a fantastic opportunity to learn how the Tribe can help you and your business. From
here, you’ll be invited to “Date the Tribe”.

Step 2 - “Dating the Tribe”
During Round 2 (what we call the ‘dating’ process), you’ll receive:

● Introductions to three current core network members
● An invitation to experience one of our Networking Events
● An invitation to participate in one of our Coffee Shop Show Episodes as a guest

This is the perfect time for you to experience a taster of what our Tribe members get, and you’ll
be tested on how you align with the rest of the community. Then, once the “dating” period is
successfully over, you’ll move on to step 3.

Step 3 - The Invitation
We will arrange a follow-up meeting with you to disclose the results of your vetting process.
Should you be successful, you’ll be invited to join the tribe.
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https://bit.ly/ChatwithNestenePeter


Upon successful payment of the Tribe Membership Fee, we’ll introduce you to the tribe as one of
our newest Core Network Members, and we’ll commence the New Member Onboarding
Process.

The Opportunity
Our current members are well established and flourishing. That is how we know that our
community is ready for growth. We are ready to take on and change the lives of our next 25
entrepreneurs.

We hope that you’ll be the right fit for our tribe. We’re hopeful that you’ll become a thriving
member of the community. In this way, you’ll achieve accelerated sustainable business growth
for yourself and contribute to the community’s collective success at large.

As a Tribe Member, you’ll be able to and expected to:
● Spend one hour per week meeting and growing relationships with fellow tribe members

at dedicated Tribe Tea Time
● Spend one hour per week answering questions and giving value to entrepreneurs across

the globe on the Coffee Shop Conversations Show
● Spend two hours per month attending our Global Online Speed Networking Event
● Spend one hour per week meeting up with entrepreneurs from around the world
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Why 25 Entrepreneurs?
Our goal is to provide our network with high-quality entrepreneurs who can build each other up
and save the global economy.

Unlike other networking groups, we genuinely believe in the power of relationships. As a result,
we don’t just accept anyone. It’s the only way to guarantee success and growth.

We’ve spent time developing and cultivating a culture of shared vision, prosperity, and it’s vital to
our current members that all new members integrate into this.

We’ll spend time with you in one-to-one and group sessions to really understand who you are.
Likewise, you’ll do the same with us and develop more than just business relationships - but
genuine and authentic friendships too.

It’s only through this process that we can successfully boost our quality and influence. 25 new
members are the perfect number to inject into our tribe without impacting the group dynamics
and culture.

Let's get social
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https://bit.ly/ChatwithNestenePeter
https://bit.ly/ExploreProTechYoutubeChannel
https://bit.ly/3fuMRMf
https://bit.ly/35GzRhW
https://bit.ly/3xIwfse
https://bit.ly/2SgAbB5

